Two years aft er the publication of the critical edition of the Gospel of Judas it may be useful to publish a list of corrections and new readings that are based on the identifi cation of new fragments from plates A-I and on suggestions made by diff erent colleagues.
1

Corrections
With regard to printing errors, two corrections within the text of the Gospel of Judas should be made. A minor error is printed on page 43 of the codex, where the end of line 11 actually reads ] , not ].
2
More important is a mistake at the top of page 57 where unfortunately one line (the line aft er line 4) has dropped off during the preparation of the camera-ready manuscript.
3 Th e corrected text reads:
So page 57 actually counts 27, not 26 lines. Th ere are also fi ve places in the text where our reading of traces of letters or our restoration of a lacuna is certainly not correct. First, at page 42, lines 2-5 the text should read:
[ ] : . . .
